England in Wonderland- Brexit for Busy People
A Survey by the Institute of Directors shows 83% have links to Europe whether via
Import/Export, Staff, operating as a subsidiary or through supply chain. Brexit
changes the constitution of Britain, alters its laws and its relationship with the world.
Brexit will affect us all but the issues are complex and the debate perplexing. This
course is for small and medium businesses from the self-employed builder to the
Director of a £10 million turnover manufacturer. The course is delivered by two
senior barristers with experience training businesses including the BBC and Lloyds
of London. Whether you were leave or remain it’s time to start preparing.
We aim to tell you in a morning what you need to know about Brexit now.
“It would be so nice if something made sense for a change.”
We hope that by the end of this it will.
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½ Day Programme
9:00-9:10

Down the Rabbit Hole
Registration and Coffee

9:10-9:30

“Who in the world am I? Ah, that's the great puzzle.”
What’s EU, what’s not.

9:30- 9:40

“Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six
impossible things before breakfast.”
Brexit Myths Busted

9:40-10:00

“Which way you ought to go depends on where you
want to get to...”
Which Brexit? Brexit at all?

10:00-10:45

“The more there is of mine, the less there is of yours”
Imports and Exports in a post Brexit World- Trade
Barriers and New Opportunities- Passporting- Supply
chains

10:45-11:30

“My dear, here we must run as fast as we can, just to
stay in place. And if you wish to go anywhere you
must run twice as fast as that.”
Immigration
Reunion

11:30-12:00

and

Emigration,

Expats

Visas

Family

“but Alice had got so much into the way of expecting
nothing but out-of-the-way things to happen, that it seemed
quite dull and stupid for life to go on in the common way.”

Contracts and Regulations
12:00-12:15

“Either the well was very deep, or she fell very slowly, for
she had plenty of time as she went down to look about her
and
to
wonder
what”

What to do Now and what to look for.
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All Quotes from Lewis Carol: Alice in Wonderland

